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PREFACE 
Promax propose  two  tipologies of CNC, Medium and High performance, for the Carving Machine. 
All CNC are managed by PC Software “IsoNs”. 
 

ISONS 

 Windows PC application and then uses the PC's RAM to manage the PART PROGRAM. 
 

NG35 
 HIGH PERFORMANCE 
 Axes 

 PULSE/DIR with Clock 25 Mhz (Max 32 Axes) 
 CanOpen/Ethercat  Interpolation mode (Max 64 Axes) 
 +/- 10 V  with encoder Loop (Max 16 Axes) 

 

NGM EVO 
 CNC  MEDIUM PERFORMANCE   
 Axes 

 PULSE/DIR With Clock 125 Khz (Max 4 Axes + 2 on NGMx at 500 Khz) 
 PULSE/DIR With Clock 500 Khz (Max 6 Axes on NGMsX) 
 CanOpen In Interpolation mode (Max 6 Axes) 
 *) The Pulse/Dir Axes can be combined with On board Axes (125Khz) and NGMsX Axes (500Khz), but up to 6 Axes max 

 
 



EXTERNAL OPTICAL SCALES 
To increase the accuracy of the control it is possible to manage all types of axes, external optical scales, in order to 
compensate for inaccuracies mechanical. 

CONTINUE INTERPOLATION ON 5 AXES 
The CNC Promax make the interpolation of 5-axes by RTCP calculated by the cam or  RTCP calculated internally  
(Rotate Tool Center Point). The interpolation is performed in a continuous manner, and sweet guaranteeing a very 
good precision on working.. 

 

MULTIPROCESS CNC 
ISONS  allows to management the MULTIPROCESS machines 
 
 

MOTOR 

External Optical Scales 

CanOpen – Pulse/Dir ecc. 

 



RECOVERY BACKLASH AND MAPPING AXIS 
As an alternative to external optical scales you can use recovery software Backlash and the mapping of each 
individual axis. The mapping of the axis is carried out with laser capture or other instruments precise. The points are 
stored in the memory of the CNC NG35 and is made a correction in real time  according to the position error 
mapped. The mapping can be sampled at an interval you like (limited by the internal memory of the CNC), between 
an interval and a another is made a linear interpolation of the error sampled 

 
COMPLETE MANAGEMENT TOOL CHANGES 
The CNC Promax, operates independently a tool magazine with unlimited. 
The tool magazine can be of any type (Turntable, Linear etc.), the PLC cycle is adapted in a simple and fast. 
 
 MEASUREMENT TOOL 
 The measurement tool takes place both during the loading phase, both during the deposition phase. 
 The measuring sensor is read in a precise manner by the CNC NG35 detecting even the smallest 
 variations. 
 
 ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT TOOL 

During tool change, before depositing the tool, this is measured. If the difference in size between the 
current and the previous high, you can define that the tool is damaged, and that the work done at the time 
NOT CORRECT. 
IsoNs in this case chooses a tool CLONE and automatically resumes processing from the last  tool changes 
made. 

 



HIGH NUMBER OF BLOCKS PER SECOND 
To perform machining CONTINUE of microlines is necessary to have a CNC able to work a large number of blocks per 
second, and also, to have a Look Ahead very deep in order to ensure fluidity of movement. 
NG 35 by connecting ETEHERNET, working over 500 blocks / sec with depth Look Ahead to 4096 blocks. This ensures 
working fluid even at high speeds of displacement with complex profiles. 

 
 

 
 

 



AFC (Adaptive Feed Control – G66) 
IsoNs is able to adapt the speed of the axes in relation to the profile to perform. A precise algorithm optimizes the 
speed on curves (even straight line segments) decreasing or increasing depending on the curve to be made. For each 
axis, there is a PARAMETER which defines the maximum acceleration that can support. AFC checks that all axes 
within the parameters, otherwise decreases the speed. 
Then you simply program a single F because this is adapted to the tool path. 

 
 

RESUME WORK FROM BLOCK 
A specific function makes it possible to perform the machining by a number of block any settable also from 
PREVIEW GRAPHICS. 
Is activated in a specific MACRO ISO code that prepares the machine for activating the various users. 
IsoNs executes the part program up to the number RESTART mode lock on, then entering in WORK mode to run the 
entire part program. 
Then can be resumed work interrupted by an external force (black out etc.). 
 

 
 
 



RECOVERY  LINE LAST WORKED 
Using a Plug-In, you can always retrieve the last line from CNC worked after an accidental interruption. This allows 
using the RESUME WORK FROM BLOCK complete work without waste of material, 
 

 

RESUME WORK FROM FUNCTION TnM6 
Similar to the recovery process from block to resume execution at a tool change  instruction. This allows you to take 
shots manufacturing also specific points marked by the tool change. 
 

 
 

MANAGEMENT PAUSE IN ADVANCED MODE 
The pause of the work in progress is intelligently managed and customized to the machine. At the request of the 
pause, IsoNs stop working  and performing a specific MACRO ISO code that sets the interruption of processing.. 
During the paused state you can move the axes in JOG or pleasure through specific functions for the complete 
management of the handling (excluding circular interpolation). 
At the restart is performed again another specific MACRO ISO code that sets up the restart of the machine at the 
exact point of the 'interruption. 
Utilities necessary for certain types of machinery, requires a lot of work to pause for inspection, cleaning and 
replacement processing tool. 
 
 



N.U.R.B.S. Filter (Non Uniformal Rational BSpline – G72) 
Was developed ISONS of a particular type NURBS interpolation (Non Uniform Rational BSpline) that allows a 
modeling part program in automatic mode. NURBS are an evolution of the B-Spline curves 
NURBS, are rational curves defined by control points and by the relative weights, increasing the weight value of a 
control point closer to the curve with the same point, vice versa, the control point will exert a minor influence on 
the curve . 
ISONS using this type of interpolation to "smoothing" a series of points derived from successive blocks of the part 
program. The result leads to a modeling of the resulting profile NURBS The filter also acts on 3D profiles. 
 
ORIGINAL 
 
G0 X107.16 Y130.27 
G1 X100.59 Y131.18 
G1 X100.14 Y129.37 
G1 X96.74 Y130.73 
G1 X95.38 Y129.14 
G1 X92.66 Y130.5 
G1 X89.95 Y128.46 
G1 X86.55 Y131.41 
G1 X82.24 Y129.14 
G1 X77.71 Y132.31 
G1 X72.95 Y128.91 
G1 X67.97 Y132.31 
G1 X62.98 Y129.37 
G1 X57.55 Y133.45 
G1 X52.34 Y129.59 
 
NURBS FILTER MinLen=7mm Order=3 LenSeg=0.2mm 
 
G69X200  // ENABLE LHK 
// ENABLE NURBS 
G72X1Y7  
G0 X107.16 Y130.27 
G1 X100.59 Y131.18 
G1 X100.14 Y129.37 
G1 X96.74 Y130.73 
G1 X95.38 Y129.14 
G1 X92.66 Y130.5 
G1 X89.95 Y128.46 
G1 X86.55 Y131.41 
G1 X82.24 Y129.14 
G1 X77.71 Y132.31 
G1 X72.95 Y128.91 
G1 X67.97 Y132.31 
G1 X62.98 Y129.37 
G1 X57.55 Y133.45 
G1 X52.34 Y129.59 
  

 

 



Smoothing Filter – G106 
The SMOOTHING  filter, is used to smoothing G1 segment, it allows to increase the execution speed, but decreased 
the precision respect to original path. 
The SMOOTHING is activated for any axes with separate parameters. 
 

Original Path 
G60 
G0 Z3 
G0X30.4845 Y258.703 
F15 
G01 Z-1 
X36.1945 Y260.416 F15 
X40.7625 Y257.8465 
X44.7595 Y260.1305 
X52.7535 Y260.416 
X63.6025 Y256.99 
X67.0285 Y250.138 
X63.0315 Y247.854 
X60.1765 Y244.428 
X64.7445 Y239.289 
X61.033 Y239.289 
X62.746 Y234.721 
X65.601 Y235.863 

… 

 

Smoothing on X-Y 
G60 
G0 Z3 
G69X200 
G106.0 A0.2 B8 
G106.1 
G0X30.4845 Y258.703 
F15 
G01 Z-1 
X36.1945 Y260.416 F15 
X40.7625 Y257.8465 
X44.7595 Y260.1305 
X52.7535 Y260.416 
X63.6025 Y256.99 
X67.0285 Y250.138 
X63.0315 Y247.854 
X60.1765 Y244.428 
X64.7445 Y239.289 
X61.033 Y239.289 
X62.746 Y234.721 
X65.601 Y235.863 

… 
  



MILD Mode – G49 
IsoNs can use a special algorithm for EDGE SMOOTHING 
With the PARAMETERS MILD_ (MILD_X – MILD_Y etc.) you can Smooth the edge with various value. 
The MILD MODE can be activated on single Axis. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Ex: 
G60 

F15 

G0 Z3 

G49 XY // ENABLED MILD MODE ON XY 

G0X63.7738 Y160.6052 

F10 

G01 Z0 

X70.9693 Y140.2459 F15 

X92.5556 Y139.694 

X75.4163 Y126.5593 

X81.5619 Y105.8589 

X63.7738 Y118.1006 

X45.9857 Y105.8589 

X52.1313 Y126.5593 

X34.992 Y139.694 

X56.5783 Y140.2459 

X63.7738 Y160.6052 

G49 // DISABLED MILD MODE ON ALL AXES 

G0 Z3 

G0  X56.5783 Y140.2459  

MILD_X=0 
MILD_Y=0 

MILD_X=100 
MILD_Y=100 

MILD_X=60 
MILD_Y=60 

MILD_X=20 
MILD_Y=20 
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